Web service is very important for both e-commerce and e-government. However, web service process based on syntax level cannot deal with some user query very effectively. In order to make user get more information on the internet, semantic web is presented and many related research results have been given. By using semantic web, e-service has made a great progress to date. It makes the e-commerce and egovernment more flexible and effective than before. However, there are still a lot of problems related to semantic web need to be solved. One of these problems is that different user may have different information preference, i.e. they may care for and expect different information search results, which are closely related to their own special fields when different user input the same search key word. How to provide effective information retrieval results and provide individual user information retrieval service is an important research branch in the web service. In this paper, an intelligent interactive search engine model based on user information preference is discussed.
Introduction
With the rapid development and wide use of the Internet, more and more people and organizations are relying on information being given on the Internet. Search engine has played an important role when user try to search information on the Internet. However, information search has been brought the following problems: information excessiveness; information loss; information irrelevance because of the limitation of traditional search engine technology. In order to solve these problems, many researchers are focusing on research on intelligent search engine [5] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [16] . And some research results such as semantic web, semantic search, context search and synonymous search [1] , [2] , [4] , [6] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [14] , [15] etc. have been given. Tim Berners-Lee stated that Web services are an actualization of the Semantic Web vision because the semantic markup of Web services makes them computer-interpretable, use-apparent, and agent-ready [3] , [13] . These research results are important for realization of intelligent search engine.
However, present search engine has led to the following result, i.e., the search results will be the same if user input the same search key words by using a special search engine. In fact, different user has his own specific information requirement and information field. In order to provide individual information retrieval results for different user, search engine should learn user's information preference and give search results accordingly. There are some research results on individual search Engine [16] . In this paper, an interactive intelligent search engine model based on user preference is given. This paper is organized as follows. In section 1, introduction will give a simple summary of research state and potential problems. In section 2, main part of user information preference database will be described. In section 3, model of intelligent interactive search engine based user preference will be given. In section 4, a simple conclusion will be given.
User Information Preference Database
Different users have different information preference. They may expect different information search results, which are closely related to their special field or need even if they input the same search key words. In addition, some of user's information search preference or search habit is regular. Therefore, it is feasible and very important for search engine to learn and know what kind of information is the user wants. Accordingly, user individual information database and user model database can be created and some machinelearning methods can be used to learn user information preference model.
The following tables are main tables in user preference database. By using table 2 and table 3 , some of user information preference can be recorded and traced. Moreover, user information preference can be used to individuate user information search in intelligent search engine. Individual information preference character, including subjective information preference field and its importance, user preference model etc. can be formed by the following ways:
• User specify information preference field;
• Machine-learning: o Learn by position and frequency of key words; o Feedback learning; o Statistical learning.
Model of Interactive Intelligent Search Engine
In this section, a model of interactive intelligent search engine will be given. The work principle of search engine is as follows:
(1) User identification and ask if the user want to edit information preference database;
If it is "YES", then do initialization; else go to (2) directly;
(2) User input search key word and its importance; (3) Judge if the search key word is a new one, first do semantic search in user information preference database and using natural language library;
If it is actually a new one, then go to intelligent meta search engine and begin to search; otherwise, get derivative word, synonym and professional information field; (4) User confirms if these derivative word, synonym and professional information field meet demands? If it is "YES", then begin to search by using these derivative word, synonym and professional information field as search key words;
If it is "NO", user input search key words, repeat this process until it meet user demand; (5) Intelligent meta-search engine begin to search according to those key words and return retrieval result, then go to information filtration; (6) Information submission, if the result meets user's requirement, then return to the web browser and at the same time, user information preference database learn the relevant user information model, including key word and its position and frequency, and record the corresponding time information.
In fact, different users have some special information field sometimes, so we can design an automatic information recommendation system, i.e., search engine can search information automatically according to user information preference, whether users are using the search engine to search information or not. As soon as the user opens the web browser, these related search results would be recommended to user directly and automatically.
Here is a model of off-line automatic information recommendation system. The work principle of Model of Off-line Automatic Information Recommendation System is that combining user initialization, learned user information preference, which learns from user using process together with natural language understanding library to acquire derivable word synonym, professional information field.
Conclusion
In this paper, an interactive intelligent search engine model based on user information preference is given. It will be an effective and useful way to realize the individuation information search for different user information preference. Under this model framework, we can apply some artificial intelligent methods and technologies to improve the quality and effectiveness of information retrieval. In addition, this research result will be applied to e-commerce, e-bank, web advertisement, library information retrieval, goods sellers recommendation and other fields.
However, there are still some problems which need further detailed research. These problems include the following aspects:
(1) Search engine information presentation and organization;
(2) Effective and intelligent information retrieval mechanism; (3) The theory foundation and approach on using machine-learning, artificial intelligent technology and method to acquire user information preference more effectively and accurately.
Further research work will be given in future research work.
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